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Abstract 
The aim of this study is to investigate acoustic streaming in water at very high ultrasonic frequencies, namely beyond 100 MHz. 
At such high frequencies, the dissipation length of acoustic waves shrinks considerably, and the acoustic streaming transforms 
from the well-known Eckart type into a Stuart-Lighthill type: While Eckart streaming is driven by a small momentum transfer 
along the path of a weakly damped travelling sound wave, Stuart-Lighthill streaming is generated by rather local and strong 
momentum transfer of a highly damped and therefore rapidly decaying wave. Then the inertia of the induced flow cannot be 
neglected anymore, and a potentially turbulent jet flow emerges. Here we report on streaming velocity measurements for the case 
where the sound is completely absorbed within a region much smaller than the generated jet. In contrast to previous work in this 
frequency range, where mainly surface acoustic wave transducers have been employed, we use piston-type transducers that emit 
vertically to the transducer surface. The acoustic streaming effects are characterized by ink front tracking and particle tracking 
velocimetry, and by numerical studies. The results show narrow high-speed jet flows that extend much farther into the liquid than 
the acoustic field. Velocities of several m/s are observed. 
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1. Introduction 
Acoustic waves in dissipative fluid media can cause steady flows due to momentum transfer from the sound wave 
to the fluid. This phenomenon is called acoustic streaming, and it has been treated in several seminal articles, see for 
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instance Nyborg (1965), Zarembo (1971), and Lighthill (1978). The effect is nonlinear and thus more pronounced at 
higher acoustic intensities. It can be classified into streaming due to dissipation near boundaries (Rayleigh and 
Schlichting types), and streaming due to dissipation in the bulk (Eckart type, see Eckart (1948)). In the latter case, it 
is expected that the flow velocities rise significantly with acoustic frequency f, since the Stokes attenuation 
coefficient increases with f 2. For water, the relation is shown in Fig. 1, where also the acoustic dissipation length is 
given.  
 
 
Fig. 1. (a) Dissipation length (green), acoustic wavelength (red) , and their quotient (blue) vs. frequency for water (20°C). (b) and (c): Examples 
of images from the flow measurements with ink (b) and tracer particles (c), some particles marked by color. Transducer on the bottom, scales 
given. 
It is seen that at very high frequencies, the dissipation length shrinks dramatically and comes closer to the 
wavelength. Beyond 100 MHz, the waves are damped away within a few mm, and at 1 GHz, the sound is dissipated 
within less than 100 μm (about 50 wavelengths). For an acoustic streaming flow, this means that the mechanism of 
Eckart type (small sound dissipation over the scale of the flow) transforms to a jet type (high and possibly complete 
sound dissipation over the flow scale). This situation has been described in detail by Lighthill (1978) who refers also 
to Stuart (1963) which is why we term it Stuart-Lighthill type. The crucial aspect of the large momentum transfer is 
that the fluid inertia cannot be neglected for the flow analysis (while in standard Eckart streaming, a creeping, 
“inertia-free” flow is assumed). Furthermore, the proportionality of the velocity to f 2 will not be valid anymore from 
some point on, since the acoustic momentum is “used up”. Here we deal with the extreme case of complete 
momentum transfer on small (“microscopic”) scale causing a “macroscopic” jet flow that reaches far beyond the 
sound penetration depth. This has been realized experimentally and investigated numerically. 
2. Experimental measurements of streaming 
We use a specially fabricated transducer that works in a piston mode, i.e. the wave is radiated vertically from the 
transducer surface. The emitter is situated at the bottom of a rectangular transparent plastic cuvette (10 x 10 x 10 
mm3) that is filled with DI water. In part of the experiments, ink is deposited as a tracer above the transducer, while 
suspended 5 μm diameter SiO2 particles are used in other cases. Recordings have been done from the side with a 
high-speed camera (Photron SA 5). Figures 1(b) and (c) presents examples of the type of data obtained with both 
methods. The transducer has been driven in a pulsed mode (1 ms length / 10 Hz), and each pulse generated an up-
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shooting jet with a characteristic “plume” vortex at its front. Fig. 1(b) shows an ink image of the plumes of three 
subsequent pulses. Fig. 1(c) gives a short sequence of traced particles in and near the jet flow. Here the transducer 
has been driven for 100 ms in a continuous mode. From measurements of particle displacements, the maximum 
(observed) velocities have been determined for variation of the transducer driving voltage amplitude. The results in 
Fig. 2 display a fair linear dependence on voltage which translates into a square root dependence on power. The 
absolute velocity values are remarkably high and reach up to about 8 m/s at the maximum applied voltage. It should 
be noted that the region directly in front of the transducer could not be sufficiently imaged to measure velocities, but 
a near field structure in form of fast vortex flows is expected (Nowak et al. (2012)) with possibly even higher 
streaming velocities. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Observed maximum jet flow velocities for variation of transducer driving voltage amplitude. The line is a linear fit of the data. 
3. Numerical simulations 
For numerical simulations the FEM software COMSOL has been used under assumption of a cylindrical 
symmetry which leads to a 2D rotation symmetry. In a stepwise approach, the sound propagation was determined 
first, and the acoustic streaming volume force has been determined from the results according to Nyborg (1965) Eq. 
(15). The volume force was the input to a subsequent laminar flow calculation whose steady state was evaluated. 
The driving frequency has been varied in the range from 100 to 1000 MHz. Figure 3(a) shows two representative 
velocity fields of the resulting streaming jet flows, and Fig. 3(b) displays the velocities on the symmetry axis in front 
of the transducer for the different frequencies. The maximum velocity within each jet flow occurs between 
transducer surface and the respective dissipation length, but in accordance to the experiments, the jet extends far 
beyond the acoustic field penetration. For increasing frequency, the position of maximum velocity gets closer to the 
(shrinking) dissipation length, and the maximum velocity finally appears to saturate. The far field velocities even 
decrease again beyond about 600 MHz for fixed transducer geometry and input power. 
4. Conclusion 
In conclusion, we have demonstrated and investigated Stuart-Lighthill streaming at very high acoustic 
frequencies beyond 100 MHz. The transducer works in a piston mode which is different to previous work with 
surface acoustic wave emitters (e.g. Guttenberg et al. (1999)) and generates remarkably high maximum velocities in 
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the m/s range. The measured velocity appears to depend linearly on the driving voltage (resp. proportional to the 
square root of the driving power). This is in accordance to the analysis from Moudjed et al. (2014) for the near field. 
Numerical simulations can reproduce the observed jet flows and investigate their frequency dependence. Results 
show that the jet flow is accelerated until a point before the dissipation length and then slows down farther away. 
From a certain frequency on the velocities do not increase any more. The jet flow extension is considerably higher 
than the acoustic field penetration of the liquid, and thus in a way a contact-less and sound-free flow is generated far 
from the transducer. Several applications of the reported acoustic jet streaming at very high frequencies are possible, 
for instance effective and fast microfluidic actuation and mixing. 
 
 
Fig. 3. (a) Color and arrow coded steady velocity field of the streaming generated at 150 MHz (left) and at 1000 MHz (right). The transducer is 
situated at the bottom center, and the flow is rotational symmetric to the z-axis. (b) Steady flow velocity along the z-axis for various driving 
frequencies and fixed input power. The points indicate the maximum of the curves, the triangles mark the acoustic dissipation length. 
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